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Abstract
We present Maruna Bot, a Task-Oriented Dialogue System (TODS) that assists
people in cooking or Do-It-Yourself (DIY) tasks using either a speech-only or multimodal (speech and screen) interface. Building such a system is challenging, because
it touches many research areas including language understanding, text generation,
task planning, dialogue state tracking, question answering, multi-modal retrieval,
instruction summarization, robustness, and result presentation, among others. Our
bot lets users choose their desired tasks with flexible phrases, uses multi-stage
intent classification, asks clarifying questions to improve retrieval, supports in-task
and open-domain Question Answering throughout the conversation, effectively
maintains the task status, performs query expansion and instruction re-ranking
using both textual and visual signals.
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Introduction

This work discusses the technical contributions of the Maruna team from the University of Massachusetts Amherst throughout the development of Maruna Bot for participation at the Amazon’s
Alexa Prize TaskBot Challenge in 2021/2022. During the challenge, a user would be connected to
one of the ten university TaskBots at random by using a certain invocation phrase (e.g. let’s work
together or assist me). The goal of each bot is to help the user complete their desired task, limited
to cooking and Do-It-Yourself (DIY) home improvement tasks. After the user has completed their
interaction, they can leave a rating and verbal feedback.
To provide a helpful user experience, a task-oriented dialogue system needs to excel at language
understanding, language generation, conversational planning, question answering, retrieval, summarization, result presentation among other traits. Specifically, we had to incorporate aspects from
various disciplines such as Natural Language Processing (NLP), Dialogue Systems, Information
Retrieval (IR), Computer Vision (CV), and Human-Computer Interaction (HCI). Considering the
expertise of our team, Maruna Bot mainly focuses on the conversational information seeking [35]
aspects of the challenge. Our main goals include:
Robustness: Our system should be able to handle all kinds of utterances. Given the free-form nature
of customer utterances, it is important to gracefully recover from errors and be robust to unexpected
inputs. For e.g., in intent classification we’re specifically handling out-of-scope inputs and giving out
diagnostic messages to users based on the dialogue state should they get lost in the conversation.
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Scalability: Each model deployed in our system should be parameter efficient, exhibit fast inference
times, and have low memory requirements. Additionally, all the components should be horizontally
scalable to handle all TaskBot interactions. Our models were selected based on memory efficiency
and low inference times. For e.g., the choice of using of DistilBERT for intent classification instead
of BERT-base or other larger models was deliberate. This allowed us to keep latency low and have
the system up all the times.
Easily extensible to open-domain: Even though the focus of the challenge is on helping customers
with cooking or DIY tasks, there is no reason to constrain research and development to just these
domains. It is imperative that the system can generalize to the many others domains with minimal
modifications. For this purpose, we developed a retrieval-based intent classification approach that
can easily support an arbitrary number of intent classes.
Mixed-initiative interaction: Sometimes, customers are unsure of how to interact with the bot or
the utterances are unclear. Additionally, it is difficult and tiring for a customer to always drive the
conversation forward. Our TaskBot takes initiatives and preemptively asks clarifying questions in
order to improve recommendations when appropriate.
Multi-modal understanding: For cooking and DIY tasks, the visual modality is a crucial information
carrier for instruction presentation. We design a lightweight multi-modal retrieval framework and
exploit external visual data for open-domain VQA dataset.
Finally, it is paramount that the TaskBot gets the job done. While interacting with a task-oriented
dialogue system, the customer should be satisfied with the assistance given by the bot.
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The Maruna Bot Overview

The system architecture of Maruna Bot is shown in Figure 1. It is built on top of the CoBot service
framework [9]. The components in green are developed by the Maruna team and the rest are the
ones provided by CoBot. The framework is divided into multiple levels to reduce coupling and
parallelize component development. At every turn, the user utterance is converted to text using
Amazon’s automatic speech recognition (ASR) system and passed to our system. It is first handled by
the Global Intent Handler which covers high-level actions like starting and stopping a conversation.
Then offensive user content is identified and filtered using a filtering module. Filtered text goes to the
NLP pipeline which consists of multiple NLP modules arranged in a directed acyclic graph (DAG)
where the output of one module can be the input of other. We added three additional modules, namely,
intent classification (§4.1), low-resource intent classification (§4.1) and option selection (§3.4), which
run in parallel. The output of all the NLP modules is passed to the Dialogue Manager, which is
responsible for creating an output for the user, both textual and visual. It consists of Automata
selecting strategy, which is our Dialogue State Tracking (DST) component (§4.2) and decides which
Response Generator should be used for getting the response. Maruna Bot consists of four Response
Generators: QA (§6), Recipe Query with Re-ranking (§3.1), WikiHow Query with Re-ranking (§3.2),
and Text Generation. At each turn, only one of the response generators is used depending on the
output of the DST module. Each Response Generator also receives the necessary state variables to
get more context about the ongoing conversation. The final created response then again goes through
a filtering module to remove offensive responses before getting converted to speech using Amazon’s
Text to Speech system.

3

Retrieval Methods

Each participating team was provided two retrieval APIs: a WholeFoods API to retrieve recipes and a
wikiHow API to retrieve DIY task instructions. Both these APIs use ElasticSearch as their backend
and thus support only term-matching search. We developed multiple components to improve both
precision and recall of the retrieval step in both settings.
3.1

Recipe Retrieval

We utilize the WholeFoods API to retrieve recipes based on the user query. Although the API did
return relevant results in many cases (high recall), their ordering was not satisfactory. Therefore, we
decided to add a re-ranking and filtering layer. To achieve this, we trained a doc2vec [13] model on a
2

Figure 1: High level system architecture for Maruna Bot.
publicly available dataset, Recipe1M+ [18]. We chose this model because it is efficient and has been
applied successfully to multiple topic modeling tasks in the past [12, 6]. Using this model we rank
the retrieved recipes based on their inner product similarity with the given recipe query. Results with
score below a minimum threshold are filtered out.
3.2

Retrieval for DIY Questions

For DIY tasks, we noticed that there are several instances where the API does not return any
relevant results (low recall) or returns many non-relevant results in addition to the relevant result (low
precision). We addressed these two issues by implementing a result filtering pipeline (see Figure 2).
Query Expansion. We implemented a pseudo-relevance feedback query expansion method to deal
with the low recall of the wikiHow API. Using a publicly-available dataset of wikiHow tasks [10], we
built a dense approximate nearest neighbor index of titles using a pre-trained BERT-base dual-encoder
[26]. Query expansion is done by getting terms from the top k retrieved titles. Once we get a list of
terms, we use the expansion terms and the initial query terms to retrieve results using the API.

Figure 2: The WikiHow query expansion pipeline in Maruna Bot.
Re-ranking. To improve precision-oriented metrics, we use a DistilBERT [28] binary classification
model fine-tuned on the Quora Question Pair dataset 3 . We then use a pointwise re-ranker to sort and
filter out the irrelevant results.
3.3

Multi-Modal Retrieval.

Our current retrieval framework is built on text-only data. To incorporate visual information into the
system at a low cost, we consider image captions as the anchor between images and text retrieval
models. A good caption could extract the important visual features from the image, which provides
information for the retrieval models.
We aim to utilize generated captions as augmented data for text retrieval. Considering captions could
be collected and generated offline, we can pre-process all images in the dataset and store them as
additional textual data for the future use, instead of handling images online by image processing
components. Besides, as textual data, the existing text retrieval system does not need reformulation
to handle the augmentation.
3
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(a) Selection using long phrase

(b) Selection using position

(c) Selection using short phrase

Figure 3: Option Selection Examples in Maruna Bot.
Formally, consider a query q, a document d, and retrieval model M such that the score s = M (q, d),
if we have related image set I q = (iq1 , iq2 , ..., iqn ) and I d = (id1 , id2 , ..., idn ), which are related to q and
d respectively, we can directly utilize the following equation to include visual information without
modifying M :
s = M (q + C(iq1 ) + C(iq2 ) + ... + C(iqn ), d + C(id1 ) + C(id2 ) + ... + C(idn )),

(1)

th

where C(i) is the caption of the i image and the summation represent string concatenation.
We conducted an initial analysis on OK-VQA [19, 23], an open-domain visual question-answering
benchmark, to validate if captions improve the retrieval performance. We trained a caption generator
on the MSCOCO dataset [15], an image source of OK-VQA, and augmented the queries by pseudocaptions. As a result, Mean Reciprocal Rank improves from 13.13 to 14.84, and Recall@5 improves
from 19.30 to 21.13. The improvement shows that generated captions can bring useful visual
information into the text retrieval model.
3.4

Option Selection

The retrieval stage returns relevant results/options based on the user’s initial query. Once the options
are displayed or read out to the user, the next step is to allow the user to select the option they want.
We define this task as Option Selection. We want the user to be free in choosing an option in a way
they prefer. Therefore, we broadly categorized the option categories into positions, numerical values,
and phrases. Position could either be first, second/middle, or third/last depending on the number of
relevant results. Numerical values are similar but identified as number one, two, or three. For phrases,
we use a 2-stage method for selecting an option. Figure 3 shows some examples. We use a semantic
similarity approach between the user utterance and the options. This allows us to match acronyms
(e.g. BBQ and barbecue) and synonym terms among others. For semantic textual similarity, we use a
BERT-based pre-trained dual-encoder model [26]. If we do not find a good match at the first stage,
we use TF-IDF at the bigram level. We determine the quality of the matches based on threshold
values. These thresholds have been empirically selected based on the different test cases from user
conversations. We also do some pre-processing before going through the aforementioned stages. We
remove stopwords from the utterances in order to effectively select the correct option.

4

Dialogue Management

The dialogue manager consists of two main components: Intent Classification and Dialogue State
Tracking. Together they help us to keep the conversation with the user coherent and make incremental
progress towards task completion.
4.1

Intent Classification

A major part of any Task-Oriented dialogue system (TODS) is Intent Classification. It needs to
identify which requests should be supported and which should be politely refused with an appropriate
reason. A correctly classified user intent makes it easy for subsequent models (like QA, clarification,
4

and result presentation) to produce accurate responses, reduce back-tracking and customer frustration.
Most commercial TODS systems systems are designed to help with few specific tasks and therefore
have their custom intents. Even for the TaskBot challenge, we have a specific goal of helping
customers with DIY or cooking tasks. We, however, do not have any pre-defined intents or an existing
dataset of example dialogues to train a model. It is completely open-ended and we are free to model
our dialogues in any way.
4.1.1

BERT-based Intent Classification

Intent Classification Data We use the CLINC 150 [11] dataset, which focuses on multi-domain
TODS, to create our intent classification model. Other existing datasets do not focus on multi-domain
TODS, consist of very few intents (for e.g., seven in Coucke et al. [4]), do not explicitly support
out-of-scope queries, or do not support colloquial language. CLINC 150 has 22,500 in-scope queries
covering 150 intents, which can be grouped into 10 general domains. It also has 1,200 out-of-scope
queries making the total query count 23,700. To support better cooking versus DIY task identification,
we create 110,000 additional labeled examples each from Recipe1M+ [18] titles and wikiHow [10]
titles using question templates.
Custom Label Identification The dataset contains queries from 151 intents including out-of-scope
intent. They are, however, different from what we need for the TaskBot. We looked into the supported
intent set of Switchboard dialogue act corpus (SwDB) to understand what types of intents are seen in
human conversations. Saha et al. [27] use 17 intents from SwDB to make their classifier, which helps
us in narrowing down the set. We identified custom intents that can enable some simple workflows
specific to the challenge and revised this set based on actual user conversations. We fixed 17 custom
intents to support our bot and mapped all 150 intents of CLINC 150 to these 17 intents.
Handling Class Imbalance The mapped data has high class imbalance due to uneven mapping.
We used multiple approaches to deal with this including upsampling, downsampling, and balanced
sampling with weighted loss function where a combination of both up and down sampling is used
and final data has limited class imbalance.
Our Intent Classifier We used the modified CLINC 150 dataset described above to fine-tune a pretrained DistilBert model [28] with a classification head. We use this over the vanilla BERT model
because it uses 40% less memory and is 60% faster while retaining 97% of its language understanding
capabilities. We got best test accuracy using balanced sampling with weighted loss function. But even
after getting a high test accuracy, the model did not cover many real-world use-cases well like “how
to make a puppet" and “help me in washing clothes". To improve our wikiHow task classification, we
added 110k DIY task titles from wikiHow dataset and retrained on this model. Our test accuracy was
again above 95 with improved DIY classification. To make the recipe query identification more robust
and not classify queries like “how to make fake nails" as recipe, we created a two-stage classifier
where the first stage handles wikihow, recipe and other classes. We have 110k+ examples for each of
these intents. If the intent is other, we use the fine-grained classifier with 17 intents.
Fine-tuning with Crowd-sourced Data To further improve the performance on real examples, we
collected over 500 conversation dialogues and labeled user utterances along with conversation history
using crowd-sourcing. After removing trivial utterances, we were able to collect only 660 labeled
examples, which was not sufficient for training purpose. The dataset was also heavily skewed towards
some classes, for example half of the data has out-of-scope label and 179 examples have recipe label.
This is due to the nature of the TaskBot. Most of the conversations stayed in the task-selection stage,
involved navigation and lacked variety. We eventually used the collected data for only test evaluation.
4.1.2

Intent Classification using Paraphrase Identification

As mentioned in §4.1.1, for many intents there is insufficient data. We identify such intents as
low-resource intents. To tackle the problem of low-resource intent classification, our first approach
utilizes a pre-trained paraphrase identification model [21]. We choose paraphrase identification as it
allows us to add to the intent classification method in §4.1.1 by utilizing a small set of examples for the
low-resource setting. Then we used the paraphrase identification model to score each example-user
utterance pair. The paraphrasing score allows to compare how close a ground truth example is to the
5

Table 1: Comparison of our dense utterance encoder with a standard RoBERTa-base classifier.
Model
RoBERTa-base Classifier
Dense Encoder (nearest neighbor)
Dense Encoder (linear transformation)
Dense Encoder (nearest neighbor, no fine-tuning)

full-shot

10-shot

5-shot

0.9290
0.9164
0.9491
0.8893

0.8320
0.8353
0.8980
0.8078

0.7770
0.7747
0.8566
0.7633

utterance. The intent associated with the highest score is classified as the intent to be used. Based
on various test cases, we determine a threshold value, and if our score threshold is not satisfied, we
do not pick any intent. This approach works well for the small set of ground truth examples but is
limited in its usage. We discuss the limitations in the following section.
4.1.3

Low-Resource Intent Classification with Contrastive Training

The paraphrase identification method we described above has some major issues. Firstly, it requires
very careful selection of ground truth examples that can cover all the possible paraphrases. The second
and most important issue is the paraphrase identification approach does not scale, classifying a single
user utterance requires classification of the pairs of the given utterance with all the ground truth
examples. If the set of ground truth examples grows in size, that method becomes very inefficient. To
solve these issues, we developed a dense encoder model for user utterances, trained with contrastive
loss inspired by metric learning [31] and some recent work on few-shot intent classification [37, 38].
We used a BERT-based encoder and learned its parameters by minimizing the following loss:


C X
k
X
X
X

dist(xi,j , xp ) −
dist(xi,j , xn )
(2)
i

j

xp ∈Pxi,j

xn ∈Nxi,j

For every training mini-batch, we sample a number of C classes, k examples per class, and a set
of positives Pxi,j and negatives Nxi,j . The positive examples are other utterances that belong to
the same class, and negative examples are utterances that belong to different classes. dist(a, b) is a
distance metric between a, b, such as cosine distance. The general idea behind this approach is to
train a dense encoder that learns close representations for utterances of the same class and distant
representations for utterances that belong to different classes. For training we used the CLINC 150
dataset, and in addition we pre-trained the encoder using Natural Language Inference data from
SNLI [2], MultiNLI [32], and ANLI [20].
The learned representations of this encoder can be used directly for intent classification using a linear
transformation and minimization of the cross-entropy loss, or using a k-Nearest-Neighbor (kNN)
approach. By adopting the kNN approach, we are able to define a sufficiently large set of ground truth
examples that cover all the user cases and perform classification efficiently using Approximate Nearest
Neighbor (ANN) search. For ANN we use the FAISS library [8]. Apart from the scalability benefit,
the representations are more robust and generalizable compared to the paraphrase identification
model, because they are adapted for the intent classification domain. Table 1 shows the accuracy of
our dense encoder model using two classification methods compared to a standard RoBERTa-base
classifier. The first classification method performs nearest neighbor classification and the second
learns a linear transformation on top of the learned representations. We can see that the utterance
representations learned by our encoder with contrastive learning outperform a standard classifier
by a big margin in a 5-shot setting. Our encoder performs on par with RoBERTa-base when using
a nearest neighbor classification approach. This shows that an efficient extendable retrieval-based
intent classification approach is possible.
4.2

Dialogue State Tracking

Dialogue State Tracking (DST) refers to estimating the dialogue states at each turn. It is usually
modeled as a slot filling problem where we have pre-defined number of slots that need to be filled. It
could be single- or multi-domain problem. It generally takes two forms–first, fixed vocabulary where
we have a fixed number of candidate words for each slot, and second, open vocabulary where the
slot values are unbounded for example area name, date, time, movie, etc. For e.g., the sentence “I
6

Table 2: Some states that we identified for the TaskBot along with their brief descriptions.
State

Description

launch request

The conversation starts from this state. It handles bot introduction and picking a task
(recipe/DIY) from the user.
Presents multiple recipes based on the query and helps select one.
Allows navigating through a recipe’s ingredients and answer any questions on them.
Allows navigating through the steps of a task and answer any questions.

recipe query
show ingredients
show steps

would like to have roasted chicken for dinner” has values ‘roasted chicken’ and ‘dinner’ for slots
‘recipe_name’ and ‘meal_type’, respectively. Datasets like MultiWOZ-2.0 and MultiWOZ-2.1 [36]
are used to train and verify multi-domain DST models. For our TaskBot, we do not have any training
data, slots identified, or possible values to fill in slots. Therefore, we cannot use any existing SOTA
DST model.
To tackle this problem, we first manually identify states that are relevant for this task. Some states
along with brief description is mentioned in Table 2. For each state, we identify intents that can
create a transition to another state. We model this graph as a pushdown automata which also allows
us to keep track of history in stack. This gives us some flexibility in handling the conversation flow,
identify valid intents based on the conversation state, and support things like not allowing the user to
change an in-progress task, question answering, asking clarifying questions, giving out detailed error
responses to users, and suggesting possible things a user could do if they get stuck.

5
5.1

Clarifications
Clarifying Questions for Recipe Queries

Users often fail to define well their information need in a
single query, and system initiated clarifying questions can
be useful in many cases [1, 33]. The first type of clarifying
questions we introduced in our bot was for recipes. Previous
works have shown that even asking one good question can
greatly boost retrieval performance [1]. Given the closeddomain nature of recipes, we have limited our questions to
only ask if the user wants any specific ingredients or has any
dietary restrictions.

Figure 4: A clarification example.
We currently have a list of pre-defined templates to ask the
user about ingredients and dietary restrictions since these
two requirements are common across all recipes. This removes the need to generate questions via a
language model. We use a BERT NER model fine-tuned on ingredient-extraction datasets such as
FoodBase [22] and Food.com [17]. Our model is also fine-tuned to detect negations of ingredients,
e.g., if the user says “no eggs” then we present recipes without any eggs. We use a low-resource
paraphrase identification model to map to similar dietary needs, e.g: “I want no meat" gets mapped
to the restriction “vegetarian". We also try to detect these aspects when the user first makes the query.
If the user says, “I am looking for a vegan salad" we avoid asking the user about their dietary needs.
This way, we reduce friction by not asking for information that has already been provided. After we
have extracted the relevant data, we query the WholeFoods API and then sort the result by relevance,
before presenting them to the user.
5.2

Open-Domain Clarifying Questions

Generation of open domain clarifying questions is challenging and cannot be effectively done using
query templates and entity recognition models. DIY tasks fall into this category because they can be
related to multiple different domains. This task first requires some understanding of the various query
aspects and subtopics. For example, for the query desserts we would have facets such as without
sugar or low calorie. For the query buy watches, some relevant facets would be for men, cheap, or
automatic. For this purpose, we first focused on developing models for supervised open-domain
query facet extraction. The extracted query facets can be used to help the user in result exploration
7

Figure 5: (Left) Average overlap coefficient between the outputs of the supervised models. (Right)
Comparison of term overlap recall for the various extraction and generation models.
and as input to a clarifying question generation model. We have experimented with three types of
models on the MIMICS dataset [34].
Sequence Labeling. The first model is a sequence labeling model that classifies every token of a
given document as part of a facet span or not. We adopted the BIO tagging format as seen in multiple
NER tasks. We tokenize document dij and assign a label B, I, or O to each token. B if wx is the
beginning token for a facet, I if wx is a facet token other than the beginning token and O otherwise.
We adapt the parameters of a RoBERTa-base model using the following objective:
|dij |
n X
k
X
1 X
∗
− log p(yijx |Mθext (qi , dij )x )
θext
= arg min
θext
|dij | x=1
i=1 j=1

(3)

where qi is the given query, di,j is a document and Mθext are the learnable model parameters, which
is a RoBERTa-base model with classification head.
Facet Generation. The second model we developed is an autoregressive facet generation model
which tries to generate the list of relevant facets given a query and a list of documents. We used BART
[14], a Transformer-based encoder-decoder model for text generation. We trained two variations
of this generative model: (1) one variation only takes the query tokens and generates the facets,
and (2) another variation that takes [CLS] query tokens [SEP] doc 1 tokens [SEP] doc
2 tokens [SEP] ... doc r tokens [SEP] as input and generates facet tokens one by one.
Therefore, we use the following training objective:
′

|yi |
n
X
1 X
′
′
′
θgen = arg min
− log p(yix
|v, yi1
, · · · , yix−1
)
′|
θgen
|y
i x=1
i=1
∗

(4)

where v is the BART encoder’s output.
Frequent ngrams. The last model we used for facet extraction is a simple yet effective unsupervised
method that extracts frequent ngrams from the returned documents. We filtered ngrams that start or
end with verbs, prepositions, determiners, symbols or pronouns using the average perceptron tagger
of the NLTK library. We sort the remaining ngrams using the following scoring function:
s(qi , f ′ ) = (1 + α ∗ overlap(qi , f ′ )) × freq(f ′ , Di )
′

′

(5)

where f is a facet candidate ngram for query qi , the function overlap(qi , f ) returns the percentage
of words from the query appearing in f ′ , freq(f ′ , Di ) computes the frequency of ngram f ′ in the top
retrieved documents, and α is a hyperparameter.
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Figure 6: The open-domain QA pipeline in Maruna Bot.
Facet Aggregation We performed an analysis on the output of the supervised models using the
average overlap coefficient on the token and facet level and we discovered that their outputs have
low overlap (as seen in Figure 5, Left), thus combining their results can increase the recall of facets
significantly.
We have experimented with three different ranking and aggregation methods to combine the outputs of
the models: point-wise and pair-wise ranking models based on BERT, Maximal Marginal Relevance
diversification (MMR) [3] and Round-Robin Merging. Our experiments showed that the naive
Round-Robin Merging method gives the best results in terms of recall. Figure 5 (right) shows the
token level recall for our models and their Round-Robin aggregated lists. Our complete aggregated
list improves the recall by a big margin compared to the previous SOTA model, NMIR [7].

6

Question Answering

Throughout the challenge, we noticed two particular trends that lead to questions being asked about
the task at hand. First, customers are forgetful when interacting with conversational agents due to the
lack of permanence on speech-only devices or performing the task with screen supported devices.
Second, questions that are broadly about the task, stem from the lack of domain knowledge.
6.1

In-Task Question Answering

For a selected task, there are steps, which are split if they would cause too much cognitive load for
the customer, as well as ingredients if the task selected is a recipe. The keys here are that these in-task
questions are factoid and that the answers exist in the task text by assumption. This is the exact setup
for span selection reading comprehension tasks, such as SQuAD [24, 25] or NewsQA [30]. More
concretely, let s represent the step the customer is currently at where 0 ≤ s < n and n represent the
number of steps (with internal splitting) of the currently selected task and ti represent the text at step
i. Then for a given in-task question q that is answerable from the previously navigated text, we build
the context cs = {t1 ; t2 ; . . . ; ts }. We use a pretrained RoBERTa model [16] fine-tuned on SQuAD
[24, 25] to answer q with context cs . If the confidence of the answer span is sufficiently high (i.e.
> 1e − 5), then we return it as the next TaskBot utterance.
6.2

Open-Domain Question Answering

Apart from in-task QA, we also implemented a pipeline for open-domain QA. Figure 6 summarizes
the steps we follow for answering an open-domain question. For retrieval, we use the Bing API to
retrieve the top 10 results for the given query. In the second step we download the web pages, extract
the main body of text, and create a set of snippets. The set of extracted snippets is then passed to a
BERT reader model, similar to the one used for in-task QA. The reader model identifies the most
probable answer span for every query-snippet pair, and we then pick the answer span with the highest
confidence. The confidence scores are normalized with softmax using the selected answer logits
across the different snippets.

7

Lessons Learned

This project is vast in its scope with multiple research and engineering problems that cannot be
completely solved by a small team in few months. Over the course of this challenge, we have learned
many valuable lessons which we share below.
Team Management Lessons First, the TaskBot project involves multiple open-ended research
problems and each of them could take a month or more of research and experimentation. A bigger
9

team size is required so that many components could be worked on in parallel and students are not
side-tracked due to engineering issues. Second, to efficiently use students’ time, the work done
towards this project would better be integrated as part of a course. Students should have well-defined
roles and act as product owners for their assigned tasks. Third, the competition has multiple phases;
certification, quarter finals qualification, semifinals and then finals, and success in one does not
necessarily mean success in others as the leader board is refreshed after each checkpoint. The team
should continue identifying customer issues and work towards resolving them.
Engineering Lessons A major part of this project is dedicated to make research outputs available
to the customer by deploying them in the TaskBot. Moving a model from research environment to
production takes time which we underestimated. Multiple tests are required to be done in the Beta
version before pushing to Production. After working on research, similar or more time is required
to make it part of the pipeline. That should be accounted for in time estimation. Second, a team
will greatly benefit if they have a member who works only on the infrastructure maintenance part,
fixing engineering issues with deployed models, testing and deployments. Communicating with
AWS support, adding and maintaining monitors, handle CPU/memory issues, etc. take time. Third,
without a dedicated person to help in integrating vision research and making UI improvements, it is
difficult to make multi-modal advancements reach customers which was expected in this challenge,
see [5]. Lastly, considerable development effort is required to make an initial version of the bot
which supports a simple dialogue flow. It has minimal research requirements but without it we cannot
support customers and cannot collect data points for improvements.
Research Lessons One big issue we faced during our research was that experiments that are done
in isolated research environments often do not reflect the real world scenario when the bot is deployed.
It takes more time to make a model ‘customer-ready’. For some tasks, such as intent classification,
there is not enough annotated data and we need models that can easily adapt in a low-resource setting.
Related to this, creating a data collection pipeline is very time-consuming and the quality of data
collected depends on many other moving parts of the bot. It is possible to collect some data for
test purposes but extremely difficult to collect large-scale data for training purposes. Another big
challenge is measuring the impact of new changes in our bot, which often depends on the amount
of relevant traffic that we get. Last but not least, the ASR issues lead to ungrammatical or incorrect
sentences that cause issues in Intent Classification, which in turn causes cascading effects on other
parts of the bot. Robustness of models towards ASR issues is difficult but necessary.
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Open Issues and Future Directions

One of the most important core components of our bot, is the intent classifier. Having an accurate and
robust intent classification method is crucial for the flow of interactions with a user. Our BERT-based
model for this task can be improved by using multi-task learning or using more diverse externally
available data. In addition, the new efficient low-resource intent classification model can be compared
with the current methods and be deployed for more efficient and robust classification. Recipe retrieval
could be improved by using our doc2vec model as a first stage process. This would allow us to
get semantic results without relying only on term matching. Since we do not have direct access
to the Wholefoods corpus, we will need to build an index using an existing large-scale corpus of
recipes or our own corpus crawled from the web. Regarding our multi-modal retrieval model, we
can augment target datasets by transferring caption generation models trained on external datasets
and improve our current re-ranker by including visual modality. For QA we can expand the ground
truth answer spans to include noun phrases with either preprocessing or postprocessing. This should
encourage the model to predict longer answer spans, which in SQuAD are generally shorter. We
can generate more human-like clarifying questions by deploying our facet extraction model. We
can use the facets generated along with a language model to generate these questions [29]. Further,
we can use conversation history to predict user behavior and use that to resolve ambiguities (e.g.,
during ASR issues) or make better suggestions to the user. In our plans, we also aim to improve
result presentation by using extractive and abstractive summarization techniques to shorten very long
instruction descriptions.
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